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Abstract— This paper proposes a novel method that signif-
icantly improves the accuracy of the fisheye stereo camera
using multiple disparity offset maps that contain disparity error
information. The disparity offset map is constructed based on
disparity errors that are calculated from the feature points
extracted from an object with a known distance. Modified stereo
matching process based on the maps is carried out to greatly
reduce the disparity errors that cannot be completely removed
by general calibration scheme. Furthermore, the our method
is possible to achieve high accuracy in both short and long
range by combining the multiple maps. The proposed method
is verified by experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, cameras and range sensors for driving
assistance of automobiles are often used, and are becoming
capable of dealing with various situations. Among them,
this paper focus on the fisheye camera, since it has a wide
viewing angle of about 180◦ and the construction of a fisheye
stereo camera using two fisheye cameras makes it possible to
measure a wide dense range image. Several studies on fisheye
stereo cameras have been intensively conducted. Abraham
et al. simplified stereo matching process by rectifying the
images from the fisheye stereo camera [1]. Moreau et al.
presented the epipolar constraint of a fisheye image for an
equisolid angle projection model [2]. In some studies, a fish-
eye stereo camera was applied to a UAV (unmanned aerial
vehicle) [3] and vehicles [4], [5], [6]. In these studies, fisheye
images were usually transformed to perspective images to
simplify the corresponding point search of stereo images.
On the other hand, Ohashi et al. realized the reduction of
fisheye image distortion and simplification of corresponding
point search by equirectangular projection [7], [8]. However,
there is a limit to distance measurement accuracy due to
large distortion compared to perspective projection images
and errors in extrinsic parameters. Yamano et al. improved
the accuracy by using a disparity offset map that corrects the
disparity only for the long-range target at a known distance
[9]. However, due to the anisotropy of the distortion of the
fisheye image, the accuracy of the range image strongly
depends on the distance of the object. In general, the effect
of anisotropy increases with distance from the reference
position where the disparity offset map is generated. To
overcome the limitation above, we propose a method to
generate a short-distance disparity offset map using our
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newly constructed short-range calibration target. In addition,
we aim to improve the accuracy of fisheye stereo cameras by
combining short-range and long-range disparity offset maps.

II. ACCURACY IMPROVEMENT
USING DISPARITY OFFSET MAP

A. Generation of Short-Range Disparity Offset Map

The disparity offset map represents the disparity errors of
all pixels with respect to a certain distance from the origin
of the fisheye stereo camera (i.e., the lens center of the right
camera). In order to generate a short-range disparity offset
map, we constructed a new calibration target with a radius of
1 m that can virtually simulate a hemisphere by rotating the
camera around the origin as shown in Fig. 1. Inside the target,
round patterns with colors are attached repeatedly that makes
it easy to capture features. The procedure for feature point
matching is shown in Fig. 2. First, the color of the circular
pattern with a diameter of 3 cm on the target is detected from
the captured left and right images. Next, the each center of
each detected area is calculated. Then, matching process is
performed using only the calculated center of the circular
pattern as a feature point. Finally, we can generate a short-
range disparity offset map from the disparity errors of feature
points.

B. Combination of Disparity Offset Maps

By combining the disparity offset maps, the disparity k
between corresponding points of the left and right images is
corrected by a linear equation. The corrected disparity k′ is
calculated as follows:

k′ = ak + b. (1)

Fig. 1. Short-range calibration target.



Fig. 2. Procedure of feature point matching.

The correction coefficients a and b for each pixel can be
obtained by the following procedure:

1) The true values of the disparities in the u (horizontal)
and v (vertical) directions with respect to the long-range
target of the pixel (u, v) in the equirectangular image
of resolution M×N are defined as k0Fu and k0Fv . In the
same way, the true values of the disparities in the u and
v directions with respect to the short-range target are
defined as k0Nu and k0Nv . These variables are calculated
as follows:
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where λ and ϕ are the azimuth and elevation angles to
the target, respectively. ϕ0 is the elevation angle when
the azimuth angle is zero. b and DT denote the length

of the baseline and the known distance, respectively. k0u
and k0v are the true values of the disparity in the u and
v directions. Here, we set DT to 300 m and 1 m to
obtain the true value of the long-range and short-range
disparities, respectively.

2) Let the disparity errors in the u and v directions in
the long-range disparity offset map of the pixel (u, v)
be eFu and eFv . In the same way, let eNu and eNv

be the disparity errors in the u and v directions in the
short-range disparity offset map. Based on these, the
actual disparities kFu and kFv in the long range and
the actual disparities kNu and kNv in the short range
are calculated as follows:

kFu = k0Fu + eFu, (7)

kFv = k0Fv + eFv, (8)

kNu = k0Nu + eNu, (9)

kNv = k0Nv + eNv. (10)

3) Correction coefficients a and b are calculated as follows:

au =
k0Fu − k0Nu

kFu − kNu
, (11)

bu = k0Nu − aukNu, (12)

av =
k0Fv − k0Nv

kFv − kNv
, (13)

bv = k0Nv − avkNv, (14)

The disparity ku in the u direction is calculated by
template matching between the corresponding points
of the left and right images. The disparity kv in the
v direction is obtained by substituting ku into (6).
Finally the disparities after correction k′u and k′v can
be calculated as follows:

k′u = auku + bu, (15)

k′v = avkv + bv. (16)

III. EXPERIMENTS

Figure 3 shows the fisheye stereo camera used for our
experiments. The cameras used in the experiment were FLIR
Flea3 equipped with a fisheye lens, SPACE TV1634M. The
intrinsic parameters of the fisheye lens were estimated using
the OcamCalib Toolbox for MATLAB [10]. The resolution
of both cameras was 1,328 × 1,048 pixels, and their baseline
was 52 mm. The angle of view was 165◦ in the horizontal
direction and 132◦ in the vertical direction. To reflect the
short-range calibration target with a radius of 1 m in all areas
of the image (i.e., simulation of the semicircular surface), as
shown in Fig. 4, 175 images were taken by rotating the stereo
camera slightly around the Y -axis of the camera coordinate
system as shown in the right side of the same figure. Here,
five blue patterns and other red patterns are attached to the
target. Table I shows the detection conditions for red and blue
patterns in HSV color space. The values of the conditions
are ±20 of the maximum and minimum value of the color



TABLE I
COLOR DETECTION CONDITIONS IN HSV COLOR SPACE.

/ Hue Saturation Value
Red 120-180 80-185 more than 80
Blue 80-140 140-255 more than 120

TABLE II
CONDITIONS TO CALCULATE CENTER OF EACH DETECTED AREA.

/ Condition Circularity Area [pixel2]
Red / more than 0.3 50-320
Blue 1 more than 0.5 50-150
Blue 2 0.4-0.6 180-300

in the patterns which are selected randomly. Table II shows
the conditions to calculate the center of each detected area.
For the blue pattern, different threshold values were applied
according to whether they were near the center or borders
because the circle is distorted depending on the position in
the image as shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows the short-
range disparity offset map generated by the proposed method.
Figure 6 shows the long-range disparity offset map generated
by the previous work [9].

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, com-
parative experiments were conducted under the different
conditions: without correction and correction using proposed
method. We also measured targets made from black and
white paper located at different distances: 1 m, 3 m, and
5 m. Figure 7 shows the experimental environment and 17
measurement positions with different azimuth and elevation
angles in the range image where the evaluation was carried
out. Here, each color corresponds to colors in Figs. 9, 10,
and 11. The generated range images are shown in Fig. 8.
The distance measurement results were evaluated by the
mean error and its standard deviation as shown in Figs. 9,
10, and 11. They were evaluated by the mean and standard
deviation of 25 points acquired near the measurement point.
In case of the 1 m measurement results (Fig. 9), the distance
accuracy was high with and without correction. In case of
the 3 m and 5 m measurement results (Figs. 10 and 11), the
errors of {−60◦, −45◦} positions were large even when they
were corrected. Overall, the proposed method mostly outputs
the most accurate results; however, there were still some
measurement errors. This is because the feature points from
the long-range disparity offset map were sparse. Moreover,
the feature points (i.e., center of the circular patterns) from
the short-range disparity offset map cannot be extracted with
high accuracy depending on the color detection conditions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a method to generate a short-
range disparity offset map using color information for the
constructed short-range calibration target in order to improve
the accuracy of fisheye stereo camera. The accuracy of the
fisheye stereo camera was improved by combining multiple
disparity offset maps. The future work related to this study
is as follows. We will examine a method that can extract

Fig. 3. Fisheye stereo camera.

Fig. 4. Conditions to calculate center of blue pattern.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Short-range disparity offset maps: (a) u direction and (b) v direction.
Color represents disparity values from -2 pixel (red) to 2 pixel (blue).

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Long-range disparity offset maps: (a) u direction and (b) v direction.
Color represents disparity values from -2 pixel (red) to 2 pixel (blue).

dense feature points of long-range targets. In addition, we
plan to improve the feature point acquisition method, such
as automating color detection of the patterns on short-range
targets and improving the measurement accuracy of the
center position of the patterns.
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